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ELNIX, since 1995 is the forerunner in power electronics industry, which is going through a 360 change. Our battery chargers are capable to
provide longer life of batteries and connecting equipments in it.
ELNIX battery chargers are made with innovative technology, advance design, economy, user friendly, and have been proven in the field
more than15 glorious years.
Our major clients are ISRO, INDIAN RAILWAYS, COCHIN SHIPYARD, INDIAN NAVY, INDIAN OIL, BPCL, HPCL, CIAL, FCRI, MEDICAL COLLEGES …
GENSET OEMs and various builders in India.

DYNA Series ultimate technology
ELNIX - DYNA series battery charger is made for automobile and stationary battery ranges from 20Ah to 80Ah. In
this chargers boost and float mode with full charge cut off mode provide maximum efficiency and life of batteries.
It is simple, economy and compact in design with ammeter, power on, boost, float and reverse indications with
connecting probes.
TECHNICAL
Transformer full wave bridge coupled combinations with ammeter and electronic circuits.
APPLICATIONS
Automobiles, gensets, ups, invertors, solar lamps etc.

DELTA Series perfect in technology
ELNIX - DELTA series battery charger is made for automotive, SMF, VRLA and stationary batteries ranges from
40Ah to 300Ah. In this chargers boost and float mode with full charge cut off mode provide maximum
efficiency and life of batteries. It is simple, and compact in design with ammeter, volt meter input mcb, out put
HRC fuses. Indications are mains, charger, boost and float.
TECHNICAL
Transformer full wave SCR coupled combinations with electronic circuits Voltmeter, ammeter, out put mcb,
input HRC autotrickle boost with DG cut off, indications and more,.
APPLICATIONS
Automobiles,gensets,ups,invertors,solar lamps etc,.

DELTA Commercial Series specially designed for non stop workstations
ELNIX DELTA commercial series provides an ultimate charger choice for industrial and commercial battery
charging purpose, it carries volt selections and current selections with high current and volt generating mode.
It is made with transformer full-wave rectifier shunt coupled with high cooing options, with current limiting
switch and auto sensing cooling fans.
TECHNICAL
Transformer full wave SCR coupled combinations with electronic circuits Voltmeter, ammeter, out put mcb,
input HRC auto trickle boost with DG cut off, indications and more,.
APPLICATIONS
Automobile lead acid batteries, VRLA, tubular batteries and battery plate dry charging purposes.

UNIQUE Series an extreme battery charger
ELNIX UNIQUE series are commercial series, provides magic in battery charging. It's specially made for
industrial batteries ranges form 5Ah to300Ah, connecting 1 to 12 batteries at a time with various
current ranges 250mill Amps to 60Amps range with auto volt setting features.
TECHNICAL
Varriac controlled transformer SCR coupled combination with electronic circuits Voltmeter, ammeter,
out put mcb, input HRC thermel controllers and more,.
APPLICATIONS
Automobile lead acid batteries, VRLA, tubular batteries and battery plate dry charging purposes.
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